
Tool cases and bags selection guide

Soft and hard cases

Description C25 Large Soft Case for 
DMMS C35 Soft Carrying Case C150 Soft Carrying Case C280 Soft Case C11XT EVA Foam Hard Case C37XT EVA Foam Hard Case

Soft carrying case with one 
inside pocket that opens 
from the top with a zipper, 
allowing for quick and easy
access to one test tool and 
accessories.

Soft carrying case with a hook 
and loop strap that opens 
from the side with a zipper, 
allowing for use of one test
tool without removing it from 
the case. Includes a retention 
strap to secure test tool.

Soft carrying case with one 
inside pocket that opens 
from the top with a zipper, 
allowing for quick and easy
access to one test tool and 
accessories.

Soft carrying with inner front 
pockets and dual pouches 
that opens from the top with a 
zipper, allowing for plenty of
space to store one larger test 
tool and multiple accessories. 
Includes a detachable, 
extendable shoulder strap for 
convenience.

Hard EVA foam case 
designed to protect tools and 
accessories from wear and
tear. Opens from the side 
with a zipper and includes a 
large pocket on one side for 
multiple accessories and a 
mesh pocket on the other side 
for one test tool.

Hard EVA foam case 
designed to protect tools and 
accessories from wear and 
tear. Opens from the side with 
a zipper and features a divider 
with elastic straps to hold one 
test tool on one side, with 
two pockets and straps on the 
opposite side for accessories. 
Also includes space to secure 
an iFlex probe.

Material Polyester Polyester Polyester Polyester EVA foam EVA foam

Dimensions (HxWxD) 218 x 128 x 64 mm
8.6 x 5 x 2.52 in

220 x 140 x 65 mm
8.7 x 5.5 x 2.6 in

298 x 89 x 51 mm
11.75 x 3.5 x 2 in

230 x 185 x 65 mm
9 x 7.3 x 2.6 in

240 x 155 x 105 mm
9.4 x 6.1 x 4.1 in

315 x 174 x 104 mm
12.4 x 6.8 x 4.1 in

Recommended for

11x series, 87V, and other 
mid-sized multimeters, and 
32x clamp meters

11x series, 87V, and other 
mid-sized multimeters

32x and 37x FC series clamp 
meters, and T5/T6/T+ 
electrical testers

Most mid and large-sized 
multimeters, clamp meters, 
and electrical testers,
including 287/289, 87V, 32x, 
T5/T6/T+

11x and 17x multimeters, and 
32x clamp meters

Most mid and large-sized 
multimeters, clamp meters, 
and electrical testers, 
including 11x, 87V, 32x, T5/
T6/T+, 37X FC

Full Compatibility List
Digital Multimeters 3000 FC, 233, 179, 87V, 113, 

114, 115, 116, 117, 279 FC, 
1587 FC, 28 II, 28 II ex, 27 II, 

87V Max

3000 FC, 233, 179, 87V, 113, 
114, 115, 116, 117, 279 FC, 
1587 FC, 28 II, 28 II ex, 27 II, 

87V Max

233, 179, 87V, 113, 114, 
115, 116, 117, 279 FC, 1587 
FC, 289, 287, 28 II, 28 II ex, 

27 II, 87V Max

175, 177, 179, 113, 114, 
115, 116, 117, 28 II ex

3000 FC, 233, 175, 177, 179, 
87V, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 
1587 FC, 28 II, 27 II, 87V Max

Electrical Testers T5, T6, T+, T+Pro T5, T6, T+, T+Pro T5, T6, T+, T+Pro

Clamp Meters 323, 324, 325 323, 324, 325, 374 FC, 375 
FC, 376 FC, 377 FC, 378 FC, 

381

323, 324, 325, 374 FC, 375 
FC, 376 FC, 377 FC, 378 FC, 

381

323, 324, 325 323, 324, 325, 374 FC, 375 
FC, 376 FC, 377 FC, 378 FC, 

381, 393 FC
Process Calibrators 725, 726 725, 726 725, 726

Process Meters 787, 789 787, 789 787, 789 787, 789

Choose from a wide range of 
soft and hard cases to carry 
and protect your tools
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Tool Bags

Description C345 Soft Carrying Case C550 Tool Bag Pack30 Professional Tool Backpack TB25 Tool Bucket Organizer Bag
Soft carrying case with internal divider 
and multiple inner and outer pockets 
with space to store multiple test tools 
and accessories. Includes a detachable, 
extendable shoulder strap for convenience.

Weather-resistant tool bag that includes a 
steel reinforced frame and rugged ballistic 
cloth to protect tools and accessories. 
The large, zippered storage compartment 
includes 25 pockets to store multiple
tools and accessories. The outside of 
the tool bag features additional pockets, 
a removable, adjustable and padded 
shoulder strap, along with carrying 
handles for convenience.

Rugged yet lightweight backpack with a 
plastic waterproof base to protect tools, 
while keeping the backpack upright for 
easy access. Features over 30 heavy duty
pockets and three main storage 
compartments to fit test tools, hand tools, 
accessories, personal items, tablets, and 
laptops 12 inches (30 cm) wide or smaller.
Also includes an adjustable chest strap for 
even weight distribution and padding in 
the back for comfort and lumbar support.

Tool bucket with a 5.2-gallon capacity, 
hard exterior shell, and plastic waterproof 
base to protect tools. Includes 19 interior 
pockets and 9 exterior pockets to
fit test tools and accessories. Also features 
a padded shoulder strap and carrying 
handle for convenience.

Material Polyester Ballistic cloth with heavy-duty hardware High quality polyester, plastic bottom base High quality polyester, plastic bottom base

Dimensions (HxWxD) 356 x 241 x 203 mm
14 x 9.5 x 8 in

315 x 398 x 228 mm
12.41 x 15.65 x  8.96 in

508 x 330 x 235 mm 
20 x 13 x 9.25 in

425 x 305 x 330 mm 
16.75 x 12 x 13 in

Choose from a wide range of tool 
bags to carry multiple test tools and 
accessories


